Best loft for a hybrid

Here are a few picture of my loft workspace where I spend most of my spare time, tinkering with electronic things and making things. I took the pictures after I had cleaned it out so don't think that I can keep it that tidy all of the time with the amount of things I do. The workshop is in my loft which hasn't got a reinforced floor so I am quite limited to
what tools I can put up there, however, a trusty hand saw, power drill and a few other tools are all I need as I am more interested in electronics than woodwork. As the loft is also used to store Christmas decorations and other things, I can only use the storage space that I have currently. Although I am limited in quite a few ways, I still like it up in my
loft. Unfortunately, I live in the UK so I am not eligible for the Craftsman contest which I found out after publishing the slideshow and adding it to the competition, so I removed from the competition it but kept the slideshow. Lofts and studios, while both typically apartments, can be distinguished by several factors. The floor plan and size are different,
and there are many structural elements that differentiate the two. Because of these factors, the price of lofts and studios vary. Depending on your spatial needs, expense expectations, desired location and functional requirements, one option will likely suit you better than the other. Size is probably the most distinguishable factor between lofts and
studio apartments. A studio apartment, sometimes referred to as a bachelor apartment, is usually no more than one or two rooms. Lofts, conversely, are much larger spaces that have been sanctioned into apartment-size units. As well, since they're usually adapted industrial spaces, they have specific features like high ceilings, open floor plans and
large windows. Because studio apartments are small, they're often designed to make efficient use of small spaces. Loft apartments, on the other hand, are wide open spaces so are designed to look and feel cozier. Loft apartments, because of their distinct style and size, are designed to suit a specific type of person. Originally they appealed to artists
looking for space to work and an inexpensive place to live as well. Other people looking for larger spaces in urban areas would function well in a loft. Lofts also are more appropriate than a studio apartment for people who do a lot of hosting and entertaining. Studio apartments, because of their small size, are better suited to a single person or couple.
Even though lofts are large, because of their features and location they typically aren't ideal for families. Lofts are generally more expensive because you pay a premium price for a large space in an urban area. Also, because they're large, they generally have higher maintenance costs to heat or air condition. Because studio apartments are small,
condensed spaces, they're the affordable option, far cheaper than a one-bedroom apartment. Their small size also makes them cheaper to heat and cool. If you want to be in a more expensive neighborhood, studios are an affordable alternative. Since lofts are adapted industrial structures, they're most often located in urban, industrial areas. They're
usually in places where old commercial properties, such as factories and warehouses were once located. As cities urbanize and these structures become obsolete, developers turn them into living spaces instead of tearing them down. They often evolve into trendy neighborhoods with other amenities. Developers are also building new loft apartments
and condominiums to replicate the charm of loft living. Studio apartments, however, can be found in residential areas as well as urban neighborhoods, sometimes as a mother-in-law unit over the garage of a single-family house, for example. With ethereal, light-filled rooms and open concept floor plans, it's easy to see why urbanites across the country
love lofts. But not all loft spaces are created equal. The rich textures and bold colors of Los Angeles, for instance, are a contrast to the gritty workhorse materials and shiplap in Nashville. Read on for more about the design elements that make loft living unique in five metropolitan cities. San Francisco: Vintage Furnishings + Modern AccentsCourtesy
of Ken FulkThe layered look of this loft, located in a former Cadillac dealership, is particular to the beach-meets-the-streets vibe of the city. Designer Ken Fulk combines a Biedermeier sofa covered in emerald green hair-on-hide leather with a set of antique German antler chairs for a curated atmosphere that's entirely its own. The placement of the
furniture in the center of the room shines a light – literally – on these pieces, while a staircase made of blackened steel and a Charles Goldie painting add a sculptural element to the space. The tension between the vintage furnishings and modern accents is evident – and to Fulk, that's what defines lofts in his hometown."In many ways this divergence
of high meets low is representative of San Francisco as a city—where uptown is encouraged to meet downtown," he says. "In my opinion, that is where the magic lies." Chicago: Textured Walls + Sculptural Lighting Courtesy of HomepolishThe sleek architecture of the Windy City makes its way inside this contemporary apartment in Chicago.
According to designer Guinevere Johnson of Homepolish, a discerning taste in materials and art defines Chicagoans' homes.Take, for instance, the sculptural lighting in this apartment. "Chicagoans love to splurge on great fixtures, and see them as part of their art collection," she says. It's fitting, then, that Johnson describes whitewashed ceiling and
gray paint as a trend – those choices allow for her clients' artwork to take center stage.The textured walls in this home is made of balanced basket weave wood tiles, and play off the neutral colors of the rug and sectional.New York: Vibrant Color + Floating Walls Courtesy of Drake/AndersonThere's no one way to define New York City style, but the
drama evident in Jamie Drake's TriBeCa loft is certainly worth a nod. The apartment is flooded with natural light, and in order to best capitalize on the view, Drake subtly raised the den and dining room on both sides of the space. The floating wall, which carves out the open plan apartment's living room, is coated in a vibrant purple, making an
expansive space feel more intimate. Intentional choices – like this museum-worthy artwork – give the space a playful spirit that reflect the diverse neighborhood outside its doors. Los Angeles: Bohemian Furnishings + Progressive Art Joyce PickensThe Los Angeles aesthetic is airy and warm, as seen in this bohemian apartment owned by MTV star
Carlson Young and her fiancé, Isom Innis. Designers Joyce Pickens and Caroline Walkup juxtaposed modern and vintage pieces – like this knotted chandelier and midcentury side tables – to reflect the couple's rock-n-roll style. "LA lofts, with their inherent stark white walls and cement flooring, can often feel cold and sterile," Pickens says. So the
design duo upped the contrast with matte black paint and progressive art."With all the energy of the city buzzing below, I wanted to make sure the space reflected that energy, but also allowed for reflection and relaxation," Walkup adds. The neutral rug and hanging greens add a warmth that makes the space welcoming. Nashville: Shiplap Accents +
Marble Countertops Courtesy of Jason ArnoldThe pulse of Nashville may beat to country music, but its emerging foodie scene and deluge of young creative types have transformed the city's scruffiest neighborhoods into a hipster's haven in recent years. Yet if the southern city conjures visions of mason jars and barn doors, however, you're mistaken.In
this loft – located in the Werthan Bag Company's former factory – designer Jason Arnold chose to embrace the space's industrial past: The warm grey paint modernizes the exposed brick and original hardwood floors, while emphasizing the apartment's grand 18-foot ceilings. A shiplap backsplash not only adds texture to the walls, it brings the scale of
the apartment down without detracting from the grand atmosphere. "Marble countertops add a refinement to the space, but are still considered a workhorse material," Arnold adds. The concept of converting dormant factories, warehouses and office buildings into residential spaces called lofts took root in U.S. industrial cities during the 1960s.
Known for their open floor plans and high ceilings, lofts can be renovated to include a mezzanine-like level that offers views of the living space below it. A duplex loft has this amenity, which gives residents additional living area without sacrificing their apartment's characteristic spaciousness. New residential buildings that replicate converted
commercial space also can include these bi-level types of lofts. Character, history and location attract loft buyers. According to the Yo Chicago website, most loft buildings were constructed in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The overbuilt nature of these former commercial sites -- concrete, columns and heavy wooden beams -- gives loft
apartments a sturdier feel than new construction tends to offer. Because loft are usually in neighborhoods in the center and on the outskirts of cities, their location cuts commute time for downtown workers who prefer urban life. Lofts have character, and duplex lofts are no exception. Hardwood floors, ceilings at least 10-feet high, terra cotta or iron
exteriors, and floor-to-ceiling windows make these spaces that once hummed with manufacturing or commercial activity architecturally unique. Instead of relying on walls, you use furniture -- entertainment centers and armoires, for example -- to create "rooms" out of a loft's 1,000- to 2,000 square feet of open space. The more personalized approach
can focus on the architectural elements, including even exposed plumbing, heating ducts, and electrical conduits, that differentiate lofts from modern condominiums. The very features that make lofts unique homes also can make them challenging places to live. Unless renovators invested in noise reduction, sound traveling between floors and
between apartment units can irritate loft residents. High ceilings, exposed mechanicals and tall windows play havoc with utility bills and make keeping an even temperature throughout the loft difficult. Dust from improperly sealed brick, concrete and timber can mean constant cleaning, but prospective dwellers may find that the aesthetics of life in a
duplex loft outweigh the inconveniences. Artists first discovered how lofts suit combining work and living space under one roof. You can easily incorporate an office or studio in a loft by using pressure walls, screens, partitions or furniture placement to close off space. Duplex lofts lend themselves well to separate living and work-dedicated space.
Concrete flooring commonly used in converted industrial properties can be softened with carpeting, while ceiling fans can help combat cooling and heating costs.
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